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BEER 

WATCHING: 

Scan/click the QR code or click/copy the blue link next to it. Then watch a video.  

History of Beer in 3 Minutes by Todd’s 

Sketches   

 

 

 

DISCUSS:       

[Source: Unsplash.com] 

1. How do researchers get to know about existence of beer in ancient times (7000 years ago)? 

2. Why do researchers believe that beer was present even earlier 2000 BC? 

3. What role did the beer play in daily life of people in ancient Egypt? 

4. Who established the daily portion of beer and what was the reaction to it? 

5. What was the first flavour of beer and when was it introduced? 

6. How did they make it?  

7. What was the next (after pubs) place in Middle Ages where you could drink or produce beer? 

8. What has happened in Bavaria in 1516? What kind of influence did it have on producers? 

9. What was “a secret ingredient”? 

10. Which important figure was not only a father of U.S. but also a father of a new beer recipe?  

READING & EXERCISE ABOUT THE TEXT:  

Open a presentation by clicking or scanning the QR code (alternatively copy the link) and then do the exercises 

from pages 2-4.  

Material by Material Girls by Dalka & Lesiak (shorturl.at/suzH4) 

[Source: https://www.facebook.com/materialgirlsbydalkalesiak/]  

 

AFTER READING:  

Answer the questions below.  

1. Do you know anybody who makes traditional alcoholic drinks at home?  

2. What are the most popular alcoholic drinks in your country? 

3. Do you know what binge drinking is?  

4. What is the best cure for a hangover? 

5. Is alcohol important in your country's culture? 

6. Have you ever used alcohol to help you overcome fear? 

7. Which advertisements do you like most and which least? Why? 

8. What are the harmful and the beneficial effects of advertising? 

9. Can you think of an ad which you particularly dislike at the moment? 

10. What is the funniest advert you can remember?  
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Do the crossword. 

 

 
 

  Across 

1. A person with chief importance 

4. A plant used to make beer 

6. A grotesquely carved figure of a human or 
animal drinking with mouth opened 

7. Craft 

9. Every year 

10. Making a hole by pushing 
 

    

  Down 

2. To dictate, direct, order the use of sth 

3. Ceramic ware, especially earthenware and 
stoneware. 

5. A grain used in brewing, 

8. Having bad reputation 
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